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How Do We Retain Our Female Talent?

Dear TWF Friends,
Retention has been top of mind for employers over this tumultuous period under COVID-19. And no wonder
– the talent shortage is estimated to have amounted to a staggering 40 million skilled workers worldwide,
and this is expected to more than double in the next 8 years. It is therefore key that this talent shortage is
examined through a gender lens.
We previously noted Deloitte’s findings that women and minorities have been more vulnerable to the
changes wrought by the pandemic at work, revealing being more stressed than last year and nearly half
feeling burned out.
Part of this may be due to mismatched expectations. For example, the availability of hybrid work has
become a priority for employees, with women being 10% more likely than men to leave an organisation if
hybrid work is not an option, and nonbinary-identifying employees being 18% more likely than both men and
women to leave. However, a recent survey noted that the majority of APAC employers believe more work
gets done in the office and in-office employees are higher performers which has worrying implication around
performance reviews and promotions later on, particularly for women who are more likely to engage in
remote work.
Read More

PROGRAMME UPDATE
GGT Tutorial Video Competition
On July 29, our Girls Go Tech Programme officially
kicked off its GGT Tutorial Video Competition coorganised by Bloomberg. During the online briefing
session, 52 student participants (in 26 teams) met with
28 Bloomberg volunteers to brainstorm ideas to help
develop their tutorial video on a STEM-related skill.

They also attended a presentation skills session
conducted by Bloomberg TV Markets Reporter
Annabelle Droulers, where she shared techniques and
tips around planning and organising an impressive
presentation. Heartfelt thanks to Bloomberg for
supporting the Competition!

SUPPORT TWF!
Non Fungible Venus
TWF is delighted to be a beneficiary of the Non
Fungible Venus NFT Collection by Marcello Kwan and
Alex Au. This collection is a vibrant, contemporary take
on Sandro Botticelli's iconic 'The Birth of Venus'
painting, algorithmically generated on the Polygon
Blockchain via the ERC-721 token standard. Each NFT
is a uniquely hand-drawn and generative digital
collectible. After sending donation proof of HK$500
supporting TWF and/or four other charity beneficiaries,
they will gift you one Venus. There are only a limited
number available, so consider supporting gender
equality and owning a unique Venus collectible today.
Find out more

IN THE COMMUNITY
Revive Tech Asia
TWF is pleased to support Revive Tech Asia, a 2-day
in-person business tech show taking place on August
24-25, 2022 at Asia World Expo. The conference aims
to gather the most influential minds to celebrate
innovations and foster tech transformation and
application in the real world.
This is not an event just for IT professionals but for
everyone across all industries who is keen to
transform business and advance careers with the right
technologies. The programme covers a wide spectrum
of topics, including Diversity & Inclusion, Future of
Work, AI & Data, Cloud technologies and Data Centre,
Smart Connectivity, and Sustainability, and more.
Save the dates and get your FREE tickets now!
Register for free

AmCham Women of Influence Conference &
Awards 2022 - Make Your Nominations!
TWF is proud to be supporting AmCham’s Women of
Influence Conference & Awards 2022, under the theme
of “Reimagining a Sustainable Future for Women”.
Now in their 19th year, the AmCham Women of
Influence Awards highlights women and their allies
who have strived to make Hong Kong a more livable
place for women from all walks of life during these
challenging times. A new award has been added this
year – Woman Champion of Disadvantaged Groups &
Minorities – to address sustainability and the pandemic
and to support the 2022 theme. Nominations are open
to all nationalities who show a proven commitment to
Hong Kong. The deadline for both nomination and
nominee submission is September 16.
Nominate now

OPENING AT TWF
Gala Volunteer Needed!
We have a vacancy for a volunteer within our Development Team to support our upcoming Gala Dinner in
November 2022. If you'd like to join us, please send a copy of your CV to Lisa.Withey@twfhk.org.

SUMMER ACTIVITY RECOMMENDATIONS
Summer is here and we hope you get some well-deserved down time. To sustain our drive and innovation, it
is sometimes necessary to press pause. While many of us won’t be travelling, we are still aiming to carve
out some time for self-care and rest.
Here are some suggestions from us at TWF:
- To do: Women's Festival 2022
- To visit: Behind Your Eyelid | Tai Kwun
- To watch: Darlings | Netflix
- To listen: The Flying Feminist by Zilla Boyer

MENTAL WELL-BEING
As the COVID-19 situation continues to evolve, TWF will be providing resources to support your mental and
physical well-being. Be sure to check back each week for new tools and activities.
- Kegel Exercises: How and Why You Should Do Them (WebMD)
- Healing the soul through Pastel Nagomi Art (Buletin Mutiara)
- 10 Self-Affirmation Activities to Try (PsychCentral)

ON OUR RADAR
The Good
• These Photographs Show How Breastfeeding Can and Should Be Woven into Normal Life (Tatler)

The Challenging
• Report finds a continued lack of diversity on boards of Fortune 500 companies (The Business Journals)

The Unexpected

• ‘Unfair it’s always women’: twin brothers in China start all-male domestic cleaning agency to challenge
rampant gender bias (SCMP)
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